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Abstract
My scientiﬁc background and output is listed with brief comments.
First they are presented in chronological order. Then they are ordered
according to subject.
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Introduction

This document summarizes my scientiﬁc output. First there is a short CV.
Then some personal comments on what is diﬀerent and original about my
research. After that my work is listed in essentially chronological order.
Finally the work is listed according to subject areas.

1.1

Curriculum vitae

• Born in Stockholm, Sweden, September 27 1948.
• Entered University of Stockholm, August 1967.
• Compulsory military service (10 months) 1968-69.
1.1.1

University degrees

• Fil. mag., Graduated from University of Stockholm, February 1 1973,
Major subjects: Theoretical Physics, Mathematics, Physics Minor subjects: Astronomy, Philosophy.
• Fil. dr. (Ph. D.) at University of Stockholm May 19 1979, subject: Theoretical Physics, Title of dissertation: Topics in Molecular
Mechanics.
• Docent (”oavlönad”) of theoretical physics at the University of Stockholm, from February 27 1986.
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1.1.2

Positions after Ph.D.

• Royal Society European Science Exchange Fellowship (10 months)
1979-80 at the Theoretical Chemistry department, University of Oxford.
• Research assistant at the Institute of Theoretical Physics, University
of Stockholm, September to December 1980.
• Postdoctoral fellowship at Department of Chemistry, McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario, Canada) with Prof. R. Bader (2 years)
1981 and 82.
• Minor jobs as research assistant at University of Stockholm and physics
teacher at the Royal Institute of Technology (Stockholm) during 1983.
• Lecturer at the Department of Physics, University of Stockholm (halftime job) from January 1984 until June 1988 (full-time during the last
2 years).
• Lecturer at the Department of Quantum Chemistry, University of Uppsala (half-time job) Fall 1984 and 1985-86 (adding up to 1.5 years;
held simultaneously with the position in Stockholm).
• Lecturer at the Department of Mechanics, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm (full, tenured position) from July 1988. Retired 1
September 2013.
1.1.3

Other appointments

• Director of undergraduate studies (Studierektor) at the Department
of Mechanics, Royal Institute of Technology, from ca 1990-2012.
• On the Editorial Board of European Journal of Physics from September 2006.
• Chairman of the Swedish Sceptics for three years: 2008 April 19 2011
April 2.
1.1.4

Scepticism

I have been active in the Swedish Sceptics, Föreningen Vetenskap och Folkbildning, VoF (Society for Science and Popular Education), for many years.
I have been on the board of the society from ca 1990 to 2011. For several years I was secretary and vice chairman of the board, then chairman
for three years. I have written reviews and other articles for the journal
Folkvett, published by the society (see: www.vof.se).
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1.1.5

Intellectual heritage

My thesis advisor was Prof. Inga Fischer-Hjalmars. Other inﬂuential teachers of theoretical physics were Bertel Laurent, Stig Flodmark, and Stig Hjalmars. They were all to some extent students of Oskar Klein whose spirit
was very much alive at the department. The main textbooks for graduate
students of theoretical physics were, at the time of my graduate studies, the
three ﬁrst volumes of Landau and Lifshitz (Course of theoretical physics).
These are thus the main inﬂuences that shaped my intellectual outlook.

1.2

The essentials of my work

Most of papers are technical papers that attempt to improve, clarify and,
perhaps, simplify problems and issues that have been discussed in the scientiﬁc literature. Some of my papers however are more ambitious and attempt to change the basic outlook regarding certain problems. My ﬁrst
break with consensus science arose as a result of trying to understand superconductivity. After many attempts to understand the conventional view,
that phonons provide a force that causes the superconducting transition, I
reached the conclusion that this is not possible. The transition is caused
by electromagnetic interactions and magnetic energy plays a crucial role.
The role played by phonons is purely destructive. They ruin the long range
correlation that is essential to the magnetic interaction and they thereby
determine the transition (critical) temperature.
As a result of this ﬁnding I continued to investigate the magnetic interaction energy and came to the conclusion that it also is crucial for understanding plasma thermodynamics. The thermal equilibrium of a plasma
will due to the long range magnetic interactions be a state with currents
and magnetic ﬁelds. This appears to be a new point of view. It is not
controversial, only completely unknown and ignored.
While studying magnetic energy Miguel Fiolhais and I came to the conclusion that the frequently occurring statement, that the Meissner eﬀect has
no classical explanation, is wrong. Another ﬁnding in this connection was
that the so called Bohr-van Leeuwen theorem is only valid for small systems
where on can neglect the magnetic ﬁelds generated by the particles of the
system itself. Both these ﬁndings generated some controversy, but the careful theoretician will easily ﬁnd the conclusions undisputable. The problem
is that good theoretical physicists are not that common in some of the more
applied areas of physics.
Finally I have participated in experimental studies of, so called, low energy nuclear reactions, sometimes referred to as ”cold fusion”. The existence
of these phenomena is not currently recognized by the physics community,
but the evidence to the contrary is growing rapidly.
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2.1

Publications in chronological order
Output 1975-79, PhD-work, University of Stockholm

My ﬁrst published scientiﬁc text is in the technical report [1] on numerical
solution of coupled diﬀerential equations; in a preface I explain the physics
behind the equations.
After that came the report [2] and the papers [3], [4], [5], which together
with the report [6], were included in my PhD thesis [7]. They are all concerned with the classical and quantum mechanics of molecules, as is the
follow up paper [8], published somewhat later.

2.2

Output 1980-89, post doctoral and substitute lecturer
work

This decade includes ﬁrst postdoctoral work done in Oxford and McMaster
University, Hamilton, Ontario, then work done as substitute lecturer at
the Department of Physics in Stockholm University (and to some extent
Uppsala University). Here are the publications from the nineteeneightees in
chronological order: [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19],
[20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]. In the last of these the address is at KTH,
but the work was done mainly at the university. This article represents the
beginning of my interest in electromagnetism, in particular diamagnetism.

2.3

Output 1990-99, KTH

From here on my address is Department of Mechanics, KTH. My collaborations with Arne Nordmark as well as my work on the Darwin approach to
electromagnetism begin. [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36],
[37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42].

2.4

Output 2000-09, KTH

Work on the Darwin approach continues. [43], [44], [45], [46], [47], [48], [49],
[50], [51], [52], [53], [54], [55], [56], [57], [58], [59].

2.5

Output 2010-....., KTH

This decade coincides with my fruitful collaboration with Miguel Fiolhais.
Contact with Johan C. Stén begins. [60], [61], [62], [63], [64], [65], [66], [67],
[68], [69], [70], [71], [72], [73], [74], [75]. I also became involved with ”cold
fusion” or Low Energy Nuclear Reaction (LENR) research. [76], [77], [78].
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2.6

Publications in Swedish

A few works published in Swedish deserve to be mentioned here: [79], [80],
[81], [82], [83], [84], [85], [86]. I have also written a number of reviews that
are too insigniﬁcant to list here.
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Papers grouped according to subject

Here follows a classiﬁcation of my publications according to subject. The
same paper can appear under diﬀerent headings.

3.1

Atomic, molecular and quantum theory

Papers on atom-atom and atom-diatomic molecule interactions: [1], [2], [3],
[16]. Papers on vibration-rotation separation problems in molecules: [5], [6],
[8], [17], [30]. Papers on electronic structure, correlation, Born-Oppenheimer
separation and similar stuﬀ: [4], [11], [12], [15], [18], [19], [21], [24], [25].
Papers on geometry calculations (mainly for molecular applications): [13],
[14], [20], [29], [36]. Papers dealing with quantum theory beyond applications
to atoms and molecules: [5], [10].
The best papers by me among the above are [4], [8], and [25]. The far
most cited paper is the review [18] of Richard Bader’s atoms in molecules
work.

3.2

Classical mechanics and Newtonian gravity

On foundations of mechanics: [31], [32], [66]. On rotation of non-rigid systems: [8], [9], [30]. Classical mechanics: [41], [44], [47], [54], [55], [58], [60],
[61]. Special relativistic mechanics: [45]. Rotational ﬂattening of astronomical bodies: [37], [72].
The highlights among these that are my own are [30], [66], and [72].
Work to which Arne Nordmark mainly contributed is of very high quality,
especially [41] and [61].

3.3

General relativity

Papers on general relativity and related stuﬀ: [10], [22], [23], [27], [28], [39],
[66], [73], [74].
Of these paper I ﬁnd [27] and [74], to be the most important.

3.4

Electromagnetism

A general review with focus on magnetic energy is [59], one of my best
papers. Electromagnetism in general: [46]. Electrostatics can be found in
the following publications: [15], [34], [40], [51], [53], [62]. Magnetostatics in:
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[67]. Diamagnetism is discussed in: [26], [50], [62], [63], [64], [69], [71].
On charged particle motion: [49], [75] (an extended version of [46])
The best among these papers are [59] and [62].

3.5

Superconductivity, plasmas and the Darwin Lagrangian

This area has been a main research interest for a long time. Papers focusing
on the Darwin Lagrangian and Hamiltonian are: [35], [38], [42], [48], [52],
[56], [57], [59], [63]. Superconductivity is the main topic of: [33], [43], [50],
[62], [64], [65], [68], [70], [71]. Plasma physics is the main topic of: [49], [51].
Highlights here are [33] on superconductivity, [35] on the Darwin Lagrangian and Hamiltonian, and [51] on the modiﬁcation of the plasma frequency by inductive inertia.

3.6

Low energy nuclear reactions, LENR, or ”cold fusion”
research

My ﬁrst study of the theoretical possibility to overcome the Coulomb barrier by means of the magnetic attraction of parallel current, or the ”pinch
eﬀect”, is in the arXiv-manuscript [52]. Later I became involved in empirical
measurements of anomalous heat production in Andrea Rossi’s Ecat reactors: [76], [77], [78]. This is from a purely practical application point of view
the most exciting and important work I have been lucky to be allowed to
participate in.

3.7

On the work in Swedish

My paper on the Periodic table [80] and my essay in favor of reductionism
[86] are the ones I would like to recommend especially.
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